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Lithgow State Mine Railway
Route of the Black Diamond

Newsletter Number 4 - April 2014

From the Desk of the Chairman
Greetings 

It is hard to believe we are now four months into 2014, it seems like it was only yesterday that 
we were dealing with Christmas and preparing to welcome 2014.

As part of the restructure of the  organisation General Manager Tim Elderton has been 
looking for keen interested individuals to help in a number of key areas which will be critical 
to the operation of the railway. One recent popular appointment has been that of Robert 
McFarlane as our new  Volunteer Services Coordinator who replaces Ben Hudson who has left 
the district. Robert has brought with him a fresh approach and a keenness to get the best out 
of our volunteers and to maximise those benefits at our working bees. It was also confirmed 
that our regular working bees each month will take place on the first and third Saturdays of 
each month. However the enthusiasm in recent months has been such that you will find someone at the workshop most Saturdays. 
It is also pleasing to note that we are seeing many new faces coming along to the working bees and our membership list is growing.

Even though time has been passing us by at a rapid rate of knots we have been making headway on a number of restoration 
projects we are currently undertaking at the Workshop. Steady progress is being made on our ex-SAR First Class sitting car BF343 
which has just about had all of its seats refitted and new period art deco style lighting fitted to replace the fluoro light tubes that 
were installed in the 70s. Unfortunately the boiler work on 2605 has been put on hold for a few months however she is now 
supporting a new floor courtesy of our mid-week volunteer group. 

By far the most ambitious project we have commenced is the restoration of our railmotor set 661-726. The Lithgow Railway 
Workshop is looking after all motor, mechanical and under floor works on both cars. However our volunteers are charging ahead 
with a makeover of the interiors but are retaining the traditional colour schemes in both cars. It’s a big job but the interiors are 
starting to look the part.

Another milestone was also reached this month with the start-up of D34 for the first time in seven years. She made a spectacular 
sight in early April when her V12 engine erupted into life again and was able to move under her own power a few weeks later. Bill 
Parkinson was on hand as were staff from the Lithgow Railway Workshop to ensure we had the technical back up required to get 
her going. Minor fault finding is under way as is a steady program of cutting rust out from her body panels which will ensure she 
will be fit for service in a few months time. This has been a great effort by a number of people for quite a long time.

Most of you will be pleased to learn that work has commenced on preparing our documentation for accreditation as a rail operator. 
Tim has spent the last few months working on the Safety Management System (SMS) and we are expecting to lodge a draft with the 
safety regulator, ITTSR, in the next few months. In concert with this we have also been in discussions with staff from Lithgow City 
Council regarding our plans to operate a tourist train service on the State Mine Branch. As our railway cuts through a residential area 
of the town we needed development consent to do so. We were in fact granted permission some years ago and operated a limited 
service until the fire destroyed our shed in 2001 and curtailed our operation. Our recent discussions with Council has served to 
put them on notice that operations from Eskbank to the Lithgow State Mine are expected to commence later in the year and were 
favourably received.

All I can say is that our railway is surging ahead and I am convinced this will be our year to finally come alive and provide the town 
with a rail based tourist attraction in the valley showcasing our vast industrial heritage to the outside world. For those of you who 
have become regulars at our working bees I say thank you and to our other supporters who have yet to pay us a visit please make 
the effort and see what we have been doing all these months…..you won’t be disappointed.

Kind Regards
Michael  J Wilson
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News
Celebrate Lithgow 2013 Huge Success
As part of the now annual Celebrate Lithgow 2013 festivities Sunday 24 November 2013 saw Lithgow State Mine Railway stage a 
number of displays and demonstrations in the Eskbank Goods Shed and Station Forecourt. The theme of the day’s activities was 
Back to the 50s.

The Model Railway Club opened their layout for inspection including several special model displays. LSMR displayed a number of 
four wheel wagons that have undergone restoration. Several historic railway trikes were also on display and free refreshments were 
served in a Railway Buffet Car at Eskbank Goods Shed.  Volunteers and friends joined in the spirit of the occasion by dressing in period 
costume creating an atmosphere central to the theme of the day.

A highlight of the day was the exhibition of plans for the new railway museum to be developed at the old Eskbank Locomotive Depot 
site details of which are in this Newsletter. Our photo feature tells the story of the day.

This model tramcar owned by Darren Field on display being admired by LSMR 
volunteer Peter Durant.

Peter and Stan Goodman with one of the two replica rail bikes, also known 
as light inspection cars, they brought to Celebrate Lithgow.  The rail bikes are 
replicas of original machines manufactured in the USA by Hartley and Teetor 
and long since disappeared from the railways of the world.

Diesel electric locomotive 4204 was used to shunt a number of items of rolling 
stock into a siding at Eskbank Yard for display at Celebrate Lithgow 2013.

A visitor sits in the driver’s seat of ex-BHP diesel electric locomotive D20.

Ballast tamper No. 147S has been on loan to LSMR from the Sydney Tramway 
Museum for some time to assist with trackwork on the Branch. 147S was part 
of the rolling stock display.
Jason Smid setting up a display of his 5 inch gauge 12 class locomotive with a rake 
of four wheeled wagons.
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The second of the Goodmans’ rail bikes is tried out by Lithgow Living History 
member Vicki Hartley certainly better dressed than operatives of the day! 

LSMR volunteers pose in front of Buffet Car RBS2160.

For current News on our activities and woking bee dates 
visit our Facebook Page at Lithgow State Mine Railway

Tickets Please! Members of the Lithgow Living History group play along with 
LSMR volunteer Zachary Dray in conductor role.

LSMR Buffet Car RBS2160 served light reffreshments to visitors of Celebrate 
Lithgow during the day.

Members of the Lithgow Living History group entered into the spirit of the day 
and presented this impressive military display.

Other members of the group posed in period costume in front of the LSMR 
Buffet Car RBS2160.
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Image Gallery
TOP LEFT: 
From left; Steve Overmeyer, Evan Rees, Michael Wilson, 
Michael Hobson and Benjamin Payne with one of the trikes to 
be displayed at Celebrate Lithgow.  

MIDDLE LEFT:  
A close up view of D34’s engine.

 
BOTTOM LEFT:  
Having a break from his work on the ex-SAR cars Don Butler 
prepares the barbeque lunch for the working bee volunteers 
on the Anzac Day weekend.

BELOW:
Stan and Peter Goodman try out a motorised trike, a little 
more modern than the two replica rail bikes, also known as 
light inspection cars, they brought to Celebrate Lithgow. 

BOTTOM:  
From left; Michael Wilson, Peter Durant, Tim Elderton, Ron 
McNair, Chris Ray and Steve Overmeyer. at the recent Annual 
General Meeting of LSMR.
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Eskbank Locomotive Depot and Museum

Celebrate Lithgow provided the ideal back drop in which we could 
launch  the concept plans for the development of the Eskbank Wagon 
Maintenance and Training Centre as well as the Eskbank 
Locomotive Depot and Museum.
Erected on the most eastern part of the Eskbank yard will be a replica 
engine shed together with the installation of a Sellers 60’ turntable which 
has already been delivered to the site. This part of the development will 
faithfully recreate the Eskbank locomotive depot as it was built in 1886 
and will house the museum’s locomotives and rolling stock. This area will 
become the centrepiece of a working museum dedicated to showcasing the 
history and the importance the railway played in developing Lithgow as the 
“Birmingham of Australia” at the turn of the last century.

The museum’s collection will be made up of locomotives and rolling stock 
relocated from the Lithgow State Mine site to the Eskbank Rail Heritage 
Centre. Once established there is also the possibility of showcasing other 
preserved locomotives from other heritage groups on long and short-
term arrangements.

However, the corner stone of this project relies on the establishment of 
a fully equipped, modern railway workshop building which will handle all  
facets of wagon maintenance including wheel turning as well as providing 
storage for the museum’s rolling stock and locomotives.

This will provide an opportunity to develop a working museum to 
showcase Lithgow’s unique rail heritage and will create a synergy with 
other tourist attractions in the vicinity to encourage visitors to prolong 
their stay in the town.

See following pages for Plans for the Proposed Development of Eskbank Rail Heritage Precinct

ABOVE:
Eskbank Locomotive Depot depicted in a painting by James Wynne.  
                                                                Published with permission 

BELOW: 
The newly painted Lithgow Yard Signal Box in the Eskbank Precinct.
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News
D34 Started for the first time in preservation!
The working bee held on Saturday 12 April turned into a significant milestone in the LSMR heritage journey. Much to the delight of 
the volunteers on deck that day ex-BHP English Electric Locomotive D34, now owned by LSMR, was started for the first time in 
preservation after nearly seven years of silence. Since being transferred from its previous home in Port Kembla much work has been 
carried out on D34 in preparation for this event. It took two attempts but D34 finally came back to life blowing cobwebs and a little 
carbon out of her exhaust after being out of action for so long! After some further minor fine tuning in the near future D34 will make 
a welcome major addition to our operational fleet. 

LSMR Acquires a 
Volunteers Humpy
In early March a 40-foot demountable 
building was acquired for use as our 
volunteers humpy. Thank you to Michael 
Wilson for arranging this! The demountable 
was delivered by Henry Plant and Equipment 
Hire on Friday 14 March and since then has 
been cleaned internally, roof leaks patched 
up, air conditioner repaired and installed, 
electricity and water connected, and loose 
light fittings and heaters re-secured. 

The building is quite cosy now, with tables, 
chairs, two beds, running water, power, hot 
water, a fridge and even Thomas the Tank 
Engine curtains! Volunteers will be able 
to make use of these facilities if staying 
overnight in Lithgow.

ABOVE:
Henry Plant and Equipment Hire 
crane seen here on Friday 14 
March manipulating the 40 foot 
demountable into position outside 
the workshop at Lithgow State Mine.                             
                                  Tim Elderton

RIGHT:
Volunteers enjoy the comfort of 
the new humpy’s facilities during a 
meal break at the working bee on 
Saturday 5 April.              LSMRL FB

MAIN IMAGE: D34 coughs into life outside the Workshop on Saturday 12 April after being out of action 
for nearly seven years. 

TOP RIGHT: Bill Parkinson reunited with an old acquaintance! Bill worked with D34 during its service 
at BHP Port Kambla and has been generous with his knowledge and experience in the D34 restoration 
project. 
MIDDLE RIGHT: The D34 Recommissioning Crew. Front Row, L-R: Brian Edwards, David Bradley 
Wright,Tim Elderton, Peter Durrant, Lincoln Briffa, Bill Parkinson, Hans. Back Row L-R: Evan Rees, Scott 
Linstid, William Spiller.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Only way to fix an exhaust bellows, take the bonnet off!
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tPower Car 661 Also starts for first time
Yet another milestone was achieved at LSMR during April with 
Power Car 661 from our Railcar set starting for the first time 
in 10 years. Preparatory work involved the checking of the two 
Cummins engines, replacement of the rusted out exhaust piping 
and installation of new starting batteries. On Wednesday 23 April 
No. 2 engine spluttered back to life, but with a few coolant leaks 
which were subsequently fixed. However No. 1 engine had a badly 
leaking water pump seal and a burnt out starter motor commutator 
making it a write off.  A new water pump and a new starter motor 
have since been fitted. No.1 engine was started on Monday 28 
April with no problems. Both of these Cummins engines haven’t 
run in ten years. A nice result to all the hard work that has gone 
into this vehicle. 

Work continues on Power 
Car 661 and our Trailer 
Car 726 and details are 
oulined in the Projects 
Update on pages 8 and 9 
of this Newsletter.

Siding Extension in Eskbank Yard
There is a set of points being installed on the wagon repair siding, with a new siding 
branching off, heading under the gantry crane then down towards the turntable.  The 
additional siding will provide much needed storage space in the Eskbank Yard and when 
completed will be the first into the site of the proposed Locomotive Deopt development. 
Here are some images of the work in progress.

RIGHT:
The driver’s controls in the cab 

of Power Car 661

FAR RIGHT:
Two views of Power Car 661 
outside the Workshop during 

the working bee over the 
Anzac Day weekend.
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Projects Update
Rolling Stock Restoration 
English Electric Locomotive D34 

• D34 was started for the first time in nearly seven years on Saturday 12 April and after a little 
more fine tuning finally moved under its own power a couple of weekends later. D34 will soon 
join the LSMR operational fleet

• Rust is being cut out of the hood, doors and hatches and new sections of steel welded in, and No. 
3 and 4 pipes are being plumbed onto the No.1 end headstock.

Railcars - Power Car 661
• The seats have been removed, interior walls and ceiling sanded and ceiling painted. Painting of the 

interior walls can now commence
• The rotting timber under all of the door tread plates has been replaced with new timber
• The external bodywork has been panel-beated, bogged and rough sanded
• The two Cummins engines have being checked, the rusted out exhaust piping has been replaced and 

new starting batteries being installed. On Wednesday 23 April No. 2 engine spluttered back to life, 
albeit with a few coolant leaks which are now fixed. Unfortunately No. 1 engine had a badly leaking 
water pump seal and a burnt out starter motor commutator making it a write off.  A new water pump 
and a new starter motor have since been fitted. No.1 engine was started on Monday 28 April with no 
problems. Both of these Cummins engines haven’t run in ten years. Great work to all involved!

Railcars - Trailer Car 726
• The rotting timber under all of the door tread plates is in the process of being replaced
• All gas heaters have been modified and tested and will be installed shortly.

Steam Locomotive 2605
• New hardwood floor installed in the cab.

Ex-SAR car BF 343
• The old fluoro lighting in this First Class sitting car has been removed and art deco lighting is 

being installed

The Branch
• In early March Taylor Rail tamped some 300 metres of ballasted track on the State Mine branch 

resulting in a mainline standard piece of track.

Eskbank Yard
• Presently there is a set of points being installed on the wagon repair siding, with a new siding 

branching off, heading under the gantry crane then down towards the turntable. This will be 
known as Wagon Repair Road 2. Wagon Repair Road 1 (as it will now be known as) will be 
extended towards the old loco pits.
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Projects Update

 Photo Captions:
1: Tim Elderton and assistant hard at work on D34.
2:  The seats in railcar 661 have been removed in preparation for sanding and  
 painting of the ceiling and walls.
3:  Steve Overmeyer at work in Power Car 661.
4:  Some of the new lighting fittings intalled in ex-SAR first class sitting car 
 BE 343.
5 and 6:  The new hardwood floor in the cab of steam locomotive 2605.
7: William Spiller cleaning light fittings in 661.
8: Working bee team in Power Car 661. 
9:  Our Volunteer Services Coordinator, Rob McFarlane, applies his painting   

 expertise to the ceiling of railcar 661.
10 and 11: Two views of the section of track recently tamped by Taylor Rail.
12: Varnishing tutorial for volunteers from top left clockwise: Robert   
  McFarlane, Karen Butler, Zachary Dray, Tim Elderton, Don Butler and Peter  
    Durant.
13: One of our restored LCH four wheeled wagons on display at Eskbank   
  during Celebrate Lithgo 2013.
14: Railcar set power  car 661 outside the Workshop during a recent working  
  bee day.
15: Volunteer Don Butler at work on seat restoration in one of our ex SAR   
  sitting cars.

A Word from our Volunteer Services Coordinator
Well it’s been a fantastic start to 2014, and as we approach the middle of the year it’s great to see 
so much has been achieved by our group of volunteers. The working bees have had a great turnout 
recently with one weekend seeing close to 20 people showing up and carrying out work on a number 
of our projects and you can see some of our newer and long term volunteers in the gallery of this 
newsletter and there are a whole heap more photos to be found on our interactive Facebook page 
too.  We now have our own meal room and accommodation for those who have to travel long 
distances and wish to stay overnight during the weekend.  And work on our rolling stock has been 
going forward at a rate that has to be complimented, as well as a big thank you to the workshop 
employees and mid-week volunteers who have been doing some of the jobs that have helped us come 
closer to our goals. But there’s still plenty more to be done, and without the efforts of those of you 
that give up your weekends and free time, the goals of having an operational railway would be further 
away than what they are now. 

In the meantime, if you have any mates that would like to help us out or you have a few hours that 
you can lend us a hand, get in contact with us and together we can make the LSMR a heritage railway that we can all be proud of, 
and you can brag to your mates that you have had a part in getting our trains rolling on the State Mine Branch. 

If you have any suggestions, or would like to enquire about becoming a volunteer you can contact the Volunteer Services Co-
ordinator on 0415 376422 or email me at 
volunteers@stateminerailway.com.au

Kind Regards
Rob McFarlane
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Contact Us:
Workshop  Lithgow State Mine Railway Workshop 
and Office:  Lithgow State Mine Heritage Park 
  State Mine Gully Road  
  Lithgow NSW 2790

Postal Address:  The Secretary
  PO Box 350
  Lithgow NSW 2790

Phone:   (02) 6351 3437

International:  +61 2 6351 3437

Mobile:    0427 455 580 Michael Wilson - Chairman 
  0429 140 654 Tim Elderton - General Manager 
  0448 501 049 Ron McNair - CFO
  0415 376 422 Robert McFarlane  -  Volunteer Services  
                           Coordinator

Email:    mail@stateminerailway.com.au

Follow LSMR on 

Subscribe:
To subscribe to the Lithgow State Mine Railway 
Newsletter provide your details at:
   www.stateminerailway.com.au 

Contributions:
If you have photos, stories or other contributions 
to this Newsletter contact:

          news@stateminerailway.com.au

Membership:
To become a member of Lithgow State Mine 
Railway complete the Membership Form  on the 
back page or download a form at:
   www.stateminerailway.com.au 

Volunteer:
Contact Robert McFarlane on 0415 376 422 or 
volunteers@stateminerailway.com.au 

Photo Credits this issue

Our Sponsors and Supporters
LSMR gratefully acknowledges the past and continuing support from the following organisations;

Blue Scope Steel
Centennial Coal
Christopher Ray Landscaping & Excavating
Delta Electricity
Elderton Engineering Services
Exide Technologies

Henry Plant and Equipment Hire
Lithgow City Council
Lithgow Lighting
Lithgow Mercury
Lithgow Railway Workshops
Lovells Springs

RCR Power
Southern Shorthaul Railroad
Stanbe
Taylor Rail
The Little Website Company

 Viewing This Newsletter
To best view this Newsletter in Acrobat Reader select 
View>Page Display>Two Up 
                               and Show Cover During Two Up
                             See image on right >>>>>>>>>>>>>

New Members
The LSMR Board would like to welcome the following 
new members;

Graham Bearman 
Christopher Beaton (MRC)
Lincoln Briffa 
Mark Dalli
Brian Edwards
Fred Fudge
Jesse Miller (MRC)

William Parkinson
Ian Pilley
Evan Rees
Martin Sheehan
John Sibly
Dennis Turner
David Wright

Zachary Dray
Tim Elderton
Facebook - LSMR, ERHC 
Robert McFarlane

Brian Maranda
Chris Ray
Evan Rees 
Michael Wilson


